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Immunotherapy in Alzheimer’s disease: do we have all the pieces of the puzzle?
by
Marie Sarazin, Guillaume Dorothée, Leonardo Cruz de Souza, Pierre Aucouturier

The increasing global prevalence and societal cost of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) explains the
urge for a rapid development of an effective disease-modifying treatment able to stop the
pathophysiological process. Among AD lesions, accumulation of amyloid β (Aβ) peptide may
be considered the initial insult, with Tau hyperphosphorylation being a necessary downstream
effect. Aβ has thus been the main target of most recent therapeutic approaches. Among them,
immunization against Aβ holds promise for clinical benefit – a promise supported by initial
observations of favourable effects in experimental mouse models of AD.1-3

1. Disappointing clinical results of Aβ-specific immunotherapy
1.1 Initial attempts of active vaccination
The first anti-Aβ vaccine (AN1792) tested in AD patients included full length Aβ42 peptide
with an adjuvant (QS1) that preferentially promotes T cell-mediated immune responses. The
choice of such a Th1 adjuvant was likely related to previous experimental studies in mouse
models, in which complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA) had been used. Large inter-individual
differences were observed in the immune responses, with no more than 20% “antibody
responders”. Six percent of the patients developed severe meningoencephalitides likely due to
activation of pro-inflammatory T cells.4, 5 Although the AN1792 trial had to be interrupted
because of these severe side effects, a globally favourable although modest effect could be
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demonstrated upon blind follow-up of the cohort for 12 months after stopping the treatment.4
The immunological mechanisms actually involved in these clinical effects remain unclear, as
cellular immune responses to Aβ were not assessed in parallel to antibody responses. Patients
with high antibody levels had less brain amyloid plaques, suggesting that antibodies cleared
Aβ deposits, although this clearance did not prevent neurodegeneration nor improve the longterm clinical course.6

1.2 Immunotherapy based only on anti-Aβ antibodies
Two types of strategies were developed in order to avoid the activation of any T cell response
to Aβ. In both, antibodies specific for one single small peptide sequence of Aβ were expected
to recapitulate the therapeutic effects.
Active “humoral-only” immunization
Considering that activation of Aβ-specific T cells were potentially harmful, second generation
vaccines were designed for inducing strictly humoral responses to Aβ. Such vaccines were
made up of small peptide sequences of Aβ conjugated to a “carrier”, i.e. an exogenous protein
allowing the T-B cell cooperation, which is required for inducing an efficient antibody
response. To date, only the results of the phase 1 study of CAD106, a vaccine made up of the
6 N-terminal aminoacids of Aβ conjugated to multiple copies of a bacteriophage coat protein,
have been reported: the vaccine induced the production of antibodies to Aβ in 80% of the
patients, without significant related side effects.7 Assessment of its protective effect is
currently underway.
Passive immunotherapy with humanized anti-Aβ monoclonal antibodies
Intravenous infusion of anti-Aβ antibodies represents an alternative option allowing a more
direct control of the therapeutic action. As passive immunotherapy does not raise an
endogenous immune response, infusions have to be repeated. Trials with bapineuzumab,
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gantenerumab and solanezumab are the most advanced.8-10 Some of them proved efficient at
reducing brain amyloid load,9, 11 or at decreasing Tau and phosphorylated-Tau levels in the
CSF without an effect on Aβ peptide level.12 The assessment of the clinical response was
expected with great interest. Results of phase three studies involving a large number of
patients treated with bapineuzumab and solanezumab were released this summer. They
indicated that both antibodies failed to show a significant clinical benefit. In patients with
mild-to-moderate AD, the primary clinical endpoints, defined by improved cognitive and
functional performances compared to placebo, were not met.

2. The inappropriate therapeutic window as the best explanation for the failure of passive
anti-Aβ immunotherapy?
Time has come to tentatively interpret these disappointing results. The most likely and
considered explanation is that the patients have been treated too late. All antibodies targeted
the Aβ peptide, which is supposedly a central pathophysiological factor involved at early
stages of the disease, before the onset of clinical symptoms. Oligomeric forms of Aβ cause
both functional and morphological synaptic changes 13 and are considered the most neurotoxic
Aβ species.14, 15 In addition, amyloid plaques may be sources of neurotoxic Aβ aggregates that
could be released by exposure to biological lipids.16 In vivo imaging study of neuronal activity
showed that neurons located in the vicinity of amyloid plaques have abnormal activities.17
Considering the potential diverse roles of different Aβ molecular species, the nature of the
species preferentially targeted in vivo by each given therapeutic antibody is a key aspect to be
taken into consideration, which may have a major impact on the clinical efficacy of such
antibody-based immunotherapy strategies. All monoclonal anti-Aβ antibodies are developed
today with the aim of binding and neutralizing Aβ before it forms plaques, following the idea
that this therapeutic approach could protect the brain at an early stage of the disease, before
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neurodegeneration. From a pathophysiological point of view, this strategy is supported by
clinical data showing that amyloid load assessed by PIB-PET remains stable over AD followup and does not correlate with clinical signs of the disease. Amyloid deposits are supposed to
play a toxic role before the onset of symptoms, while clinical symptoms rather relate to
neurofibrillary tangles.18, 19 Reinforcing this view, clinical trials with solanezumab seemed to
show a relative benefit in mild but not moderate stage of AD. This may be due to the
preferential binding of solanezumab to soluble Aβ and its weak affinity for fibrillar forms,
whereas bapineuzumab binds amyloid plaques more strongly than soluble Aβ.20 In mouse
models, previous experiments have shown that some antibodies that bind soluble oligomeric
species of Aβ and have little or no effect on amyloid deposits, are efficient in reversing
memory loss.21-23
In line with these data, it is almost unanimously admitted that the failure of recent clinical
trials of passive anti-Aβ-immunotherapy is due at least partly to the inappropriate therapeutic
window, which should rather start at an earlier stage of the disease, even before the onset of
clinical symptoms. Therefore, Alzheimer’s prevention trials in asymptomatic genetic forms of
AD have been launched, and it is now proposed to extend therapeutic trials to cognitively
normal individuals suspected to be at an asymptomatic stage of sporadic AD.24

3. What other factors should be considered in anti-Aβ immunotherapy strategies?
Whereas treating patients as early as possible may be a crucial requirement for improving the
efficacy of antibody-based strategies, the real clinical impact of such early treatments is still
uncertain. Hence, elaborating in parallel the scientific rationale for designing alternative
innovative immunotherapy approaches remains necessary. Several factors that may influence
the efficiency of anti-Aβ immunotherapy strategies should also be taken into consideration.
Regarding the mechanistic bases of immunotherapy, it is worth noting that in initial mouse
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pre-clinical studies based on vaccination with full-length Aβ42,1-3 immune effector
mechanisms actually involved in the observed therapeutic effects had not been investigated:
which immune cells where involved? What was the extent and profile of cellular T cell
responses? Most importantly, experimental immunotherapy strategies were evaluated in
syngeneic or hybrid mouse strains, i.e. groups of individuals displaying no, or highly
restricted, genetic variability. The critical influence of immune response genes and other
genetic factors that may modulate the magnitude and functionality of immune responses to
Aβ remained underestimated and unexplored.25 Among key aspects, peripheral T cell
responses to Aβ were not assessed in the AN1792 vaccinated patients, and their HLA
haplotypes - the polymorphic molecules that condition antigen presentation to T cells - were
not identified. It was generally considered that T cell responses had to be avoided and that
antibodies could be sufficient for mediating the expected therapeutic effect.
Increasing evidences suggest that in vivo inflammatory and spontaneous immune responses
are involved in the pathophysiology of the disease 26-28 and thus likely influence the course of
Aβ-targeting immunotherapy. Of note, a recent report highlighted a beneficial antiinflammatory effect of Aβ and its potential to alter the expansion or depletion of specific
immune cell subsets in a murine model of immune-mediated CNS pathology.29 In addition,
recent data showed that IL-12/IL-23 signaling plays a role in modulating not only the amount
of Aβ plaques, but also the severity of cognitive impairment in murine models of the
disease.30 Such data emphasize the need for better understanding the role and regulation of
inflammatory and Aβ-specific immune responses in AD, including cellular T cell responses.
Another aspect that deserves attention is the involvement of microvessels and cerebral
amyloid angiopathy (CAA) in Aβ clearance.31 CAA is heterogeneously associated with AD,
and its time course remains undetermined. Immunotherapy exacerbates CAA in mouse
models and in humans.32 Neuropathological examinations suggested that Aβ immunization
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resulted in the solubilisation of plaques-bound Aβ42, which at least in part exits the brain via
the perivascular pathway, thus transiently increasing the severity of CAA.33 Interestingly,
recent studies evidenced an implication of CD4+ T cell responses in CAA-related
pathologies.34 Thus, understanding how the neurovascular unit, i.e. the cerebrovasculature and
its associated cells (astrocytes, neurons, pericytes and microglia) are affected during AD
progression, the implication of adaptive immune responses in this phenomenon and its impact
in immunotherapy, appears essential.
Several clinical aspects pertaining to the early stages of AD also deserve further attention
considering their impact on the design of new therapeutic trials. One critical point relates to
the rate of AD progression, which is heterogeneous across patients, with rapid and slow
progressors.35 Pathophysiological factors that may account for clinical differences across
benign and aggressive forms of AD could themselves modulate the efficacy of
immunotherapy. Apart from age of onset – “subject age is an important factor to consider
when defining the study population in AD trials of potential disease-modifying treatment”36 –
older age onset being associated with a slower decline, we lack validated prognostic factors
for anticipating the severity of clinical decline, the variability of which is more important at a
very early stage of AD. Thus, pooling slow and fast progressors could mask the therapeutic
effects of drugs.
The idea of extending therapeutic trials to cognitively normal individuals suspected to be at an
asymptomatic stage of AD is now proposed.24 Such an asymptomatic stage of the disease is
accessible in patients carrying mutations in the presenilin 1 or other genes implicated in
familial forms of AD. Whereas the Alzheimer Prevention Initiative seems appropriate in such
patients who will inevitably develop AD, extending the same treatment strategy to
asymptomatic sporadic AD remains questionable. From a pathophysiological point of view,
familial and sporadic cases of AD cannot be considered similar, displaying for instance
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different patterns of amyloid deposition upon PIB-PET imaging.37 From a clinical point of
view, the selection criteria for defining the target population have to be carefully defined: is
amyloid imaging sufficient to make a diagnosis of asymptomatic AD in cognitively normal
individuals without mutation, or is it necessary to combine biomarkers of neurodegeneration
or neuronal injury?24, 38 In cognitively normal elderly, a recent report showed that CSF Aβ
level correlated with longitudinal cognitive decline only in individuals displaying elevated PTau, whereas low Aβ level alone was not associated with mild cognitive decline during the 3
years of follow-up.39 The actual rate of disease occurrence in these supposedly presymptomatic patients remains unknown. Is the risk of developing AD equal for all
“biologically positive” subjects, or is there a “state of resilience”?40 The first preventive trial
in sporadic AD (A4) with Solanezumab, which should start soon in elderly subjects aged 70
and above displaying evidence of brain amyloid deposition and without clinical symptoms,
will help answering these questions.
The earlier stage of the disease is targeted, the greater is the risk of including heterogeneous
patients with different modulating factors and mechanisms associated with amyloid
pathology. Hence, stratification of subjects not only based on amyloid and Tau biomarkers,
but also on associated factors, such as inflammatory, immune, microvascular and genetic
markers should be considered. The perspective of treating asymptomatic patients who are “at
risk” for AD not only raises concerns on costs, but also questions about the design of such
clinical trials. The misleading experience in MCI trials with anticholinesterasic drugs, which
did not change the conversion rate to dementia, should be kept in mind. In these trials MCI
was considered an homogeneous risk factor for AD. We now know that it is not the case, as
MCI can be related to different possible pathological substrates. This bias is now minimized
by using pathophysiological markers of AD, which increases the accuracy of the clinical
diagnosis.
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In conclusion, the consideration of many unforeseen aspects seems required for the proper
development and clinical evaluation of efficient and safe immunotherapies in AD. Whereas
targeting patients at asymptomatic stages of the disease, as envisioned in the A4 and
Alzheimer Prevention Trials, is a critical step in the goal of improving the efficiency of antiAβ antibody-based immunotherapy approaches, the real clinical impact of such early
treatments is still uncertain. As we intended to show here, AD is a complex puzzle and, in
spite of numerous efforts, its relationship with the immune system remains poorly understood.
Because the neuroprotective potential of both innate and adaptive immune responses has been
demonstrated in several neurodegenerative conditions,41,

42

their role and interplay in the

pathophysiology of AD need to be further elucidated. Such studies appear crucial for fine
tuning the design of innovative immunotherapy strategies as well as properly defining the
target populations for clinical testing. Importantly, several alternative or combinatorial
approaches should be considered, which would possibly imply other effectors than antibodies.
Taking into account these unforeseen aspects of AD together with what we have learned from
a ten year-experience of anti-Aβ immunotherapy may be the golden path to the development
of immune-based disease-modifying treatments for AD.
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